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Abstract
The development process for the electronic part of a microprocessor driven product can
be divded into two separate tasks - the hardware development and the software development. Unfortunately the software team must usually wait for the first draw of the hardware
to start with its task. To speedup such a process it is necessary to parallize both development
streams. One possible way to do this is the use of a simulation model of the later hardware. We intensively use the SMARTMODEL components for a reduction of the spends on
the realisation of this model. Particularly for standard components like microprocessors or
memory the utilization of SMARTMODELs will drastically reduce the effort in describing
the circuit and improve the correctness of the developed simulation model in the same way .
To optimize the effort on both tasks we have developed a hardware/software codesign flow
with which the two streams can be coordinated.
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1 Introduction
In this application report we describe the development process of an artifical liver support system
MARS, an award-winning medical system for extracorporeal blood detoxification. It is the first
product of a start-up company supported by a grant of the german ministry of research and
education.
When developing electronic for medical equipment we have seriously to consider the various
standards of relevant certificate issuing organisations. One of the most critical and time consuming parts of this process is software development and validation for our product. To speed up
the design process it is necessary to develop the software components in parallel with the target
hardware. Therefore especially the software team needs a evaluation system as soon as possible.
We choose a virtual realisation of the product for validation of safety relevant aspects. Different
critical conditions were simulated for the operation safety. For example we have verified the system response on a partial failure. So we had at a very early stage of system design the possibility
to discover problems on all parts of the device and to improve the reliability of the product. In the
following section we will present the tasks which was important for the sucessfull development
of this system.
At first we will discuss in section 2 the special requirements on electronic in a medical system.
In section 3 we will describe the design for the electronical part of the liver support system. The
reference design flows for both development parts will be presented in section 4. The adaptation
to merge both flows to one will be described in section 5. We will also present the choosen
mechanism to automate the preparation and realization for a successful verification. In section 6
we present our chosen mechanismen for the management of work for this project.

2 Special requirements on medical equipment
On all stages of the development process we had to consider that we work an a medical equipment device. Therefore we must regard that our product has to meet the requierements of different standards like [IEC92],[IEC96b],[IEC96a],[IEC96c],[DIN84]. This means not only the
principle, that our device must not cause a higher degree of damage on the patient as before the
treatment. The reliability of the developed equipment is the supreme design goal. Supplementary the device has to identify partial malfunction of itselve and to initiate an error exception
procedure. This error handling task has to transport the medical system into a save state or as
well as to activate a redundant backup component. During the development process analysis of
the defect risk of any used component is an importent task. Through this we get directions for
the kind of implementation of the different device parts. In this design project for example we
have therefore redundant implemented the main control microprocessor.
Another design criterion was the electro-magnetic toleration. This is a two way path. At
first, our medical equipment must not emit more then the limits for electro magnetic radiation.
As well as it should also be robust against external radiation from the operation environment.
To solve this problem we have to design carefully the mechanical and electrical construction of
control electronic. This means that we have to make provision against the extension of radiation
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from our electronic. For example this is be done through extensive use of low-pass filters on all
external circuit board signals, an expensive power supply system and an additional shielding by
the device case. The above mentioned protection mechanism also improve the resistance against
external irradiation.
On circuit level we have done further provision steps. Through the redundant implementation
of important circuit parts and additional control circuits we are able to detect and solve problems
from this region. We used different watchdogs and handshaking mechanism to check the proper
work of the system. In worst case on a detected failure a reconfiguration of the whole system
or also of a part of the circuit will be initiated. For the FPGA this means a reprogramming
through the boot device and for the microcontrollers an ordinary reset. All reconfiguration events
were notificated to the superior controlling instance, the treating nurse or a medical monitoring
equipment.
Furthermore the use of an insensitive device exemplar of RAM-based FPGA like the XILINX
QPRO family in the final product will continue our effort to minimize the risk of one radiationcaused failure.

3 Target Design
The development of the MARS system, shown in
Fig.1, can be devided into the biochemical, the mechanical and the electronical part. In this paper we
will only describe the development process for the
electronic. Information about the biochemical principles and the final realization of this system component
can be found in [SM96],[SMR+ 99].
The electronical component of the system consists
mainly of redundant implemented C-system as is
typical for a medical equipment and a controlling
mainboard system chip (Mars Mainboard System Chip
(m2sc)). In the block diagram Fig.2 the fundamental
structure of the MARS electronic is shown. For the
Figure 1: MARS prototype
implementation of the redundant microcontroller system we use a i8051 derivate with extended i/o-functionality each equiped with 64Kb Flash for
program- and 64Kb SRAM for data memory. A third nonredundant intended i8051 derivate
microcontroller is used for the uncritical user interface.
The entire communication between the redundant microcontroller and also the access to shared
resources like sensors and actuators will be controlled from the m2sc. In Fig.3 the block diagram
of the m2sc is shown.
Due to the state of the system design process and the targeted product quantity we choose
a FPGA-implementation for the m2sc. According to the different requirements for the development steps of our product, we were locking to a FPGA-family which can fulfill this conditions.
We decide on the XILINX XC40XXE/EX family in the development process and due to the
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Figure 2: block diagram of the MARS electronic
better unit price for use of a related XILINX SPARTAN device in the production process. For
the first prototype we used a XC4028EX as a very oversized target device to shorten the development cycle particulary the runtime of the place and route steps. Through the additional
routing resources of the EX family the development time for the first prototype was accelerated
so that we could concentrated on realization of the functionality. We had not to spend any time
in this design stage for speed optimization of the circuit. Furthermore, with this device we have
enough capacity for additional test circuits during verification. For the alpha test series we use a
XC4020E device to reduce the part costs and as the first step for the conversion to the corresponding SPARTAN device XCS40. The final design in the SPARTAN device reaches an utilization of
59 percent of available chip resources, so that we have also a small reserve for future changes in
the circuit. A transformation to the next smaller SPARTAN device has not reached the requested
characteristics, especially the necessary clocking frequency was not met due to the high utilization rate and the irregular structure of the entire design. As chip package we chose for all steps
the same PQFP 208 type so that we had to make only small changes on the circuit board layout
for this reason. This package is also the smallest possible version for the 141 required user pins.
A detailed description of the m2sc and his development process can be found in [Rei98].
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Figure 3: block diagram of the m2sc

3.1 Implementation details
Although the design project was subjected to an FPGA as the target device, we have consequently divided the design implementation into a common synthesizeable VHDL description of
the whole design and a target specific representation only for time or area resource critical parts.
The specific mostly non synthesizeable parts like ram modules are surrounded by container entitys from a special written target library. For another target architecture only this library must be
exchanged. Due to the limited space we can only present some special features of the design and
their implementation details.
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3.1.1 Access and resource control
Due to the requirement of redundant
RD =active &
WR =!active &
implemented microcontrollers for the main
RD =!active
WR =active
control application, we need a mechanism
idle
µC WR
µC RD
to control shared resources like the blood
Int
RD |WR =active
RD |WR =active
intruder sensor or the pump and valve acWR =!active
RD =!activ
Int
tuators. This mechanism has to signal the
WR =active &
RD =active &
controllers via an interrupt a possible acInt
WR =!active
WR =!active
RD |WR =active
cess conflict so that both can react on this
µC WR
µC RD
event. We decide to distribute the working
RD |WR =active
Int
tasks between the main controllers. One
RD =!active
system should do the real work and the
WR =!active
decreased priority
second system should only controll the
first system. Due to this we need furtherFigure 4: Access controlling state diagram
more a priority for the accesses of the real
working system one. In Fig.4 the developed state diagram for access and resource control is
shown. The priority starts on the left side. In Fig.4 you can also see, that a write access to a
resource has a higher priority than a read operation. We chose this priority distribution to secure
that in all conditions the actuators can be deactivated by the regular operating processor.
3.1.2 Busstructures
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According to the chosen two microµCX
internal µCX Bus
µCY
Pad
controller configuration on the mainboard
we also use two seperate data busses. BeµC...
cause of the generic implementation other
configurations with three or more microcontrollers are possible. Each bus is diDebug Bus
vided into an internal and an external bus
Debug−
segment. Unfortunately, the target device
controll
has no real bidirectional io-ports, so that
we have to use the workaround shown in
µCX−
Fig.5 to compensate this. You can also
Interface
Debug Interface
see in Fig.5 that we have a separate internal bus for each main microcontroller. An Figure 5: Connection between internal and external busses in
write access on one of this internal busses XILINX-traget device
can only be given to three blocks, the corresponding microcontroller, the core logic and the debug
interface. Cross access from one microcontroller to another one’s bus isn’t possible, so that any
conversation or interaction can be performed only through the communication memory segment.
The behavior of the emulated bidirectional pad is controlled by the corresponding C-interface
circuit. For debuging purposes an additional internal bus is implemented, from which all other
buses are accessible through the debug interface.
Due to the given resources on the target device, we choose an implementation of internal
databusses driven by tristate buffers. This is an FPGA specific implementation, which drasticaly
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reduce the amount of combinatoric cells for realisation of multiplexer structures. The needed
tristate drivers are given on the target device so that this approach only distributes the circuit
over the available resources. For an application specific intergrated circuit (asic) implementation
the chosen tristate busstructure is not recommended due to the poor testability of the resulting
design. The cell area for the tristate driver in an asic design should be equal to the needed cell
area of a combinatorical implementation for this multiplexer extention.

4 Designflow
The development process of the MARS
system can be devided according Fig.6
outgoing from the system design into a
− MARS−technology
software and a hardware part. Teraklin
− system design
− software development
GmbH has the guidance of the MARS de− certification
velopment project. Beside the develop− fabrication & marketing
ment of the principles of the MARS tech− system design consulting
nology, the software design was mainly
− m2sc development
located at this company. Through the In− verification
stitute of Applied Microelectronics and
CS (MD) was particulary executed the
work on the design of the m2sc. Further- Molecular Adsorbent Recycling System
more MD acts as advisor for problems of
Figure 6: Allocation of the design flow
the software development team from Teraklin Together both partners carry out the system design process of the electronic from the MARS
device.

MARS

4.1 Hardwareflow
The hardware design process for the
VHDL
Simulation
SYNOPSYS
m2sc is based on a standard design flow
ok?
for XILINX FPGA [Xil] with the SYNSYN−SCRIPT
Synthese
OPSYS VHDL toolset [Synb] for simulaok?
tion and synthesis and the XILINX M1Backannotation
tools for the backend, shown in Fig.7.
Simulation
We chose VHDL as the tool for the deok?
P&R−SCRIPT
Place&Route
XILINX
scription of the whole design. To protect
ok?
the indepeendence of our VHDL source
Backannotation
code from any vendor specific design enSimulation
try tool we decided to write plain code
ok?
Production
with the free and commonly used editor
lemacs. This was a basic demand from the
Figure 7: Hardware design flow
project leader Teraklin to enable a later
standalone continuation of the project.
Furthermore, we selected a top down design strategy to reach at the earlyest possible time a lim-
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ited functional model of the m2sc design. Not yet realized parts were substituted by a behavioral
description or omitted for the first tests. Successively this devices then were replaced by the
correct full functional descriptions.

4.2 Softwareflow
For the development of software components for the three microcontrollers a
high level language toolset for C from
Keil [Kei] was used. The software team
used the design flow shown in Fig.8 for
the development of the basic components.
Unfortunately this tool supports only the
program verification of one microcontroller
at the same time. With this toolset we
couldn‘t verify cooperation between the
programs of different microcontrollers in
the MARS system. Forthermore the interactions with the m2sc, especialy the interrupt system can‘t be sufficiently tested
with this framework.

C for Low−level function
i8051 Simulation
Keil
ok?
C for function modules
i8051 Simulation
ok?
Board SimulationSYNOPSYS
ok?
Main program
Board Simulation
ok?

Real world test

ok?
Production

Figure 8: Software design flow

5 Codesign
Particularly due to the demands and problems in section 1 and subsection 4.2 mentioned we
decided to develop a codesign flow under the utilization of SYNOPSYS simulation tools [Synb]
in cooperation with the SYNOPSYS Logic Modeling SmartModel Library [Syna].
Unfortunately, the utilized i8051 derivate microcontroller (a philips 80c552 [Phib]) has non
smartmodel correspondence. Also for the used Xicor E 2 POT X9313 [Xic], the OKI speech synthesis chip MSM66P54 [Oki], the Analog Devices DA-converter AD557 [Ana] and the Philips
I 2 C devices PCF8582 [Phia] and PCF8583 [Phic] we haven’t found a corresponding smartmodel
in the library. For this reasons the operation with this components can only slightly verified and
needs in some cases additional behavioral descriptions.
The term “co-design” in our design-flow is mainly represented by the assistance of the two
teams to the other for verification purposes.

5.1 Validation
For functional verification of hardware and software we chose a VSS based simulation of a mainboard model using SMARTMODEL-components. The function of the m2sc FPGA is modelled
through a backannontated VHDL description generated by the XILINX M1 toolset [Xil]. The
possible utilization of a SMARTMODEL component of the FPGA target device shows no additional features. Furthermore, through the use of a XILINX VHDL model of the m2sc we can
reuse our testbench for the final verification. With this system model both sides of the developSNUG’99
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ment team can test and verify their implementations and also assist the other team in their work.
The software team supports the hardware team by generating testbenchs via software and on the
other hand receives assistance via implemented additional teststructures. As an example in Fig.9
the verification of the detection of an access conflict during the operation on a shared resource is
shown. To implement this test scenario without the assistance of the software team would lead to
an unacceptable effort to describe the necessary signal cycle. On the other side the verification
of software behavior in this case was very difficult for the software designers too.
Another aspect of the co-verification through board simulation was the influence of a jitter
of maximum 3 clock cycles between the state machines of the redundant main microcontrollers
that was observed on the real board.

Figure 9: Verification example; interrupt on shared resource access conflict

6 Project management
In the co-design flow we use project managment to secure the design stage. Unfortunately we
must use different plattforms for the design project so that we also have to handle two project
mangements.
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6.1 VHDL project
The VHDL project is located on a SUN Solaris system and the management is based on a commonly used revision control system. Like the
m2sc itself the VHDL project directory is partitioned according the hierarchy of the design shown in Fig.10. Due to the allocation of the different
working task within the project team, we use two project trees, one for the
implementation and a released copy of them for verification and co-design
porpuse. Furthermore we have an additional branch in the project tree for
implementation through the XILINX flow. This branch is divided into subsections for the different target devices on development and for the final
product. Different target devices must be used because of the disproportionatal runtimes of the XILINX toolset for the final chip.
For this reason we use a two step approach. At first, our work was concentrated on the implementation of the full functionality of the m2sc without
concideration of any limits of the target device. For the test during development we used a by thirty procent larger device and achieved a reduction of
the XILINX runtime by a factor of fifty. In the second step we have worked
on the optimization of the design description, the synthesis scripts and on Figure
10: VHDL
the development of placement constrains for the XILINX tools to reduce project structure
the cell utilization to a success-promising level for fitting the design into the smaller device and
to increase the clocking frequency, which was slowered during the migration, to the necessary
value.

6.2 C project
The software project is mainly located on a “wintel” based computer. For the C project management we reused the possibilities given by the C toolset from Keil [Kei]. The project can be
devided into subsections for the three different microcontrollers. This is necessary due to the
above mentioned standards for the development of software for medical equipment. In a redundant microcontroller system, as is implemented in our case through the main controllers one and
two, each processor must work on its own code. That means, non program sequence from the
code base of one controller should be reused for one of the other controllers. Furthermore it is
recommended that the programs of the redundant microcontrollers should be developed separately from different persons to achieve the most possible independence of the software projects.
Only for communication between each of the controllers and also for the necessary handshaking during execution of supervised operations we need concertions about the protocol and the
location.

6.3 Preparation mechanismen
For the preparation of a verification run in the design project we use a makefile approach. At
first, we tried the automatic generation of the necessary makefiles through the vmkr tool [vmk93].
Unfortunately this tool only supports splitted VHDL descriptions, so that we decided in a later
SNUG’99
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state of the design process to generate our makefiles ourselves hierarchically for each level. For
the necessary time check during make run we used a comparison of the age of a shadow copy
from the filename with the original file. Furthermore we have included rules for the preparation of
non VHDL based components of the testbenchs like the ROM image files for the microcontrollers
and also rules for the automatic preparation of the design documentation.
Additionally, we have prepared rules for different simulations samples for verification of the
proper function of m2sc to support the maintance of the project for further development.

7 Conclusion
The prototype of the medical equipment which design flow was presented in this paper, is certified now. Furthermore, the clinical tests with the MARS prototype are currently in progress in
different medical centers.
For the transformation of the prototype to the final product the main work is currently done.
The m2sc design is succesfully fitted into the chosen target device and the functionality is verified. The redesign of the boards by considerartion of the acquired knowledge will now be done
by Teraklin.
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